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The hydrophobic character of the air/water interface aﬀects the
oligomeric composition of insulin. By using interface-specific vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy and calculations of insulin
monomer and dimer second-order nonlinear susceptibilities v(2),
we show that insulin monomers segregate to the air/water interface.

Insulin is a small peptide which regulates glycemia in the
blood. Its denaturation and aggregation is an intensively
studied problem, yet mechanistic details are still elusive.1,2 In
solution, insulin is present as monomers, dimers and hexamers,3
but only monomers undergo denaturation and aggregation.4 The
association state of insulin is also critical to denaturation at
hydrophobic interfaces. Sluzky et al.5 found an increase in insulin
stability at higher concentrations at both air/water and teflon/
water interfaces due to the decreasing fraction of monomers.
Subsequent work repeatedly demonstrated that monomeric insulin
is the key species in the denaturation and aggregation process
for both solid/liquid and air/water interfaces.6,7 The interaction of
hydrophobic domains on the insulin monomer with hydrophobic
interfaces is generally considered to be the driving force for
monomer adsorption, since these domains are protected from
both solvent and interfaces in the dimer and hexamer.
Despite the key role of the insulin monomer in aggregation
and fibril formation at interfaces, its presence is diﬃcult to
ascertain spectroscopically. An external reflection absorption
infrared study of insulin at the air/water interface recently
detected a high a-helix content in the amide I spectra and
proposed that insulin exists as monomers at the air/water interface.8 However, the only real structural diﬀerence between monomer and dimer is the interfacial b-sheet which forms upon
dimerisation and consists of 8 amino acids in the B chain of
insulin (B23–B30).3 Due to its short length, the b-sheet amide I
spectral signature in the dimer overlaps strongly with the a-helix
one and cannot be separated by linear infrared spectroscopy.

Ganim et al.9 showed for bulk insulin solutions that only twodimensional IR with its higher spectral resolution was capable of
distinguishing the perpendicular b-sheet vibration at 1645 cm 1 from
the a-helix at 1657 cm 1. They could thus follow the insulin monomer/dimer equilibrium in the bulk over a wide range of concentrations. For bulk solutions, a detailed analysis of circular dichroism (CD)
spectra can also be used to derive the oligomeric composition,10 but
this method is not sensitive enough for interfaces.
Here we use infrared-visible sum frequency generation
spectroscopy (SFG) to identify which insulin oligomeric species
are present at the air/water interface. SFG is a vibrational
spectroscopy that has been used extensively for determining
the secondary structure of peptides and proteins at solid/liquid,
air/liquid and liquid/liquid interfaces.11–14
SFG has a sensitivity comparable to infrared spectroscopy,15
but possesses the added advantage that it is surface specific
due to its optical selection rules. As a second order nonlinear
optical process, where an infrared and a visible photon are
absorbed and an anti-Stokes Raman photon is emitted, SFG
requires a lack of inversion symmetry to generate a signal. It
therefore only detects vibrations from molecular layers with a
net orientation at interfaces. Since the change in hydrophobicity across the air/water interface is the main driver for insulin
to orient at the interface, we would expect only a single
adsorbed layer to contribute to the signal.
Briefly, the SFG process consists of mixing two laser pulses at an
interface (see Fig. 1). A broadband tunable IR pulse and a narrowband visible pulse are overlapped temporally and spatially onto a
surface. Photons at the sum frequency wavelength are generated by
oriented interfacial molecules only and detected.16 When the IR
photons match one of the molecular vibrational frequencies, the SF
signal is enhanced through resonance. The signal is proportional
to the square of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility:
ISF p |w(2)|2
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We investigate human insulin (HI) adsorbed from solution
to the air/water interface at diﬀerent protein concentrations.
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Fig. 1 Sketch of a SFG experiment at the air water interface. Red: IR beam
is p-polarised. Green and blue: s-polarised visible and SF beams.

We chose to adsorb from solution to better represent conditions found during agitation-accelerated insulin fibrillation.7
All solutions have been prepared in deuterated water, so that
the amide I band does not overlap with the –OH bending mode
of water. The spectra have been measured using ssp polarisation
combination (as sketched in Fig. 1), meaning that polarisations
of the sum frequency and visible light are perpendicular to the
propagation plane while the IR polarisation is parallel to it.
In Fig. 2, we show the recorded spectra which reveal that the
SF intensity does not change with concentration of bulk solutions (1 mg ml 1 or 50 mg ml 1). At 1 mg ml 1, the bulk solution
consists of nearly 100% monomers, at 50 mg ml 1, there are
equal amounts of monomers and dimers.9
The spectra recorded at 1 mg ml 1 (Fig. 2 – top) and 50 mg ml 1
(Fig. 2 – bottom) show a peak in the amide I region at
(1654  1) cm 1 (FWHM = 29  1 cm 1) and (1653  1) cm 1
(FWHM = 26  3 cm 1), respectively. The amide I band lies in
both cases at the same frequency, which is characteristic for the
mostly helical structure of HI in its native state. The difference to
the bulk FT-IR spectrum is caused by the requirement of the
detected vibration to be both infrared and Raman active, which
changes the overall appearance of the amide I mode. When the
protein concentration is high (50 mg ml 1), the SF spectrum
shows a narrower amide I band. This could be attributed to a
more ordered protein layer at the air/water interface.
The integrated peak intensities are very similar, specifically
(8.5  0.2) a.u. and (9.7  0.9) a.u. for 1 mg ml 1 and 50 mg ml 1
solutions respectively, despite a 25 times higher monomer
content. This suggests that only one species of insulin saturates
the interface already at low bulk concentration and this species
is most likely the monomer.
How can we tell which oligomeric species is bound to the
surface? Insulin monomers and dimers can be discriminated
easily in SFG, since the symmetry inherent in the insulin dimer
renders it almost invisible in a SF experiment. A first intuitive
explanation is based on the fact that the two a-helices in the A
chain have equally strong dipole moments aligned along the
helix, but opposite in sign. Therefore these two contributions
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Fig. 2 SF spectra in the amide I region of insulin at the air/water interface.
Experimental data (squares) and fitting curve (solid line) are shown. Top:
bulk concentration 1 mg ml 1. Bottom: bulk concentration 50 mg ml 1.
Blue dashed line: FT-IR insulin spectrum in D2O at 1 mg ml 1
concentration.

Fig. 3 Calculated w(2)
ssp for a insulin monomer with the hydrophobic
surface pointing towards the air/water interface, and for insulin dimers
with various orientations. The pdb files used in the calculations are 2JV1 for
the monomer and 4INS for the dimers.

generate sum frequency light with 1801 phase diﬀerence and
therefore cancel each other (see Fig. 3). Only the a-helix in the B
chain is detectable with SFG. In the case of a dimer, also the
contributions from the helices in the B chain destructively
interfere, as they run in opposite directions. The only feature
that could be SFG active is the antiparallel b-sheet that forms at
the hydrophobic interface between monomers in a single
dimer. Therefore the total w(2) for an insulin dimer is expected
to be quite small. If dimers were also present at the surface, we
would then expect a reduction of the SFG signal accordingly.
This is not the case.
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For a more quantitative discussion we calculated the intensity
of the various w(2) components. Simpson’s group at Purdue
University17,18 has developed a plug-in to be used with the
Chimera software19 to compute the w(2) tensor elements of a
protein in the lab coordinate frame given its protein data bank
(pdb) file. We can thus compare the SF signal expected from
dimers and monomers, assuming identical orientation for both
oligomeric species.
In Fig. 3 we show the tensor element for ssp polarisation
combination calculated for both monomers and dimers. Since
a dimer has a complete hydrophilic surface, we do not expect it
to have a specific orientation at the air/water interface, while we
assume the monomer to be oriented in such a way that its
hydrophobic interface is exposed to the air phase. We compute
w(2)
ssp,monomer for the mentioned orientation, and compare it to
w(2)
ssp,dimer, shown in Fig. 3 for three randomly chosen orientations. In all cases w(2)
ssp,dimer is between 40 and 80 times smaller
than the one for the monomer, in accordance with the intuitive
explanation given earlier. Since the SF intensity depends quadratically on the w(2) (see eqn (1)) the expected signal for dimers
between 1600 and 6400 times smaller than the one for monomers. We can therefore confidently attribute the peak at
1653 cm 1 to insulin monomers at the air/water interface. We
propose that insulin monomers segregate to the surface. The
segregation is most likely driven by the entropy gain of exposing
the hydrophobic area of the protein surface to air.20
Since monomers are known to be the least stable insulin
species with regards to denaturation and aggregation, this surface
segregation of the monomer is likely the deeper reason why
agitation and the concomitant formation of a large air/water
surface area accelerates insulin fibril formation.5,7 The preferential
adsorption of hydrophobic protein domains to the air/water interface, even before unfolding occurs, could also be responsible for its
role as a general rate-limiting reagent in protein aggregation.21–23
In conclusion, we used SFG to determine that the insulin
monomer segregates to the air/water interface by a quantitative
comparison of spectra in the amide I region. This finding solves
a long-standing puzzle why insulin has a propensity to form
fibrils at the air/water interface.
S. M. would like to acknowledge DAAD for funding part of
this project. We acknowledge Sanofi GmbH for providing
human insulin.
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